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ESTABLISHING THE RESEARCH EXCHANGE CONNECTION

• Students or postdocs interested participating in the Research Exchange first should apply to be matched with a researcher in their area of research at any of the participating Institutions by completing and submitting the request through the Research Exchange application portal (https://www.california-alliance.org/research%20exchange-apply).

• Applications are accepted and reviewed throughout the year. Requests should be aimed for scheduling a visit within 3-6 months from your application submission.

• Prior to submitting a request, students or postdocs may find it convenient to contact the researcher themselves to gauge their availability and interest in hosting a visitor. However, Once a request is received by the Research Exchange, the host institution will contact the researcher(s) requested by the students or postdocs to begin the scheduling process.

• To assure a successful visit, it is imperative that there is continued communication between the host institution, student or postdoc, and the visiting student or postdoc’s Research Exchange administrator.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE VISITING STUDENTS AND POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWS

• The visiting student or postdoc is responsible for identifying a focus for the visit. The host will provide guidance and clarity, but the success of the visit is driven by the student’s or postdoc’s own goals, interests and objectives.

• The visiting student or postdoc will communicate with the faculty host to determine who they will be meeting with during the visit (the faculty host, postdocs in the lab, peers etc.), a general schedule for the visit, when and where meetings will take place, and the preferred method of communication.

• Visiting students and postdocs are expected to follow the normal safety procedures of the host participating institution and will be required to comply with the rules, regulations, policies, and procedures of the host participating institution. Visiting students and postdocs will be honest and respect all ethical and conduct standards for engaging in research and scholarly activity. This includes compliance with all institutional and federal regulations for human subjects’ and/or animal research as well as responsibility for copyright, permissions, plagiarism, etc.

• Visiting students and postdocs will complete the program evaluation no later than two weeks after the initial visit is complete.
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE FACULTY HOST

• The faculty host will use their own skills and contacts, as well as the assistance of other faculty and department resources when possible, to assure that the visiting student or postdoc has sufficient opportunity to become integrated on campus, make professional connections, and feel welcomed for their brief visit.

• The faculty host will help cultivate the visiting student’s or postdoc’s interaction with peers, faculty, and fellow scientists, by encouraging them to attend meetings, events, workshops, and other professional gatherings in the department, when appropriate, to network, present research, and build professional skills and knowledge.

• The faculty host will maintain a relationship with the visiting student or postdoc that is based on trust and mutual respect. Open communication and expectations will be important to the success of the visit. If a faculty host knows they will be away, or the visiting student or postdoc will be primarily working with postdocs, students, or others in the lab or group, this will be clearly communicated to the student or postdoc in advance so she/he/they will know who will be primarily involved in the visit.

• The faculty host will promote safe and ethical standards for conducting research and engaging in scholarly activity. Hosts will clearly define expectations for conduct within the lab, group, team, and department, and make themselves available to discuss safety, ethics, or professional conduct concerns if they arise.

• The faculty host will commit to being a supportive colleague as the student or postdoc continues in their program and, if desired by both parties, continue an ongoing host or mentor relationship.

• Faculty hosts will immediately notify the contact at their own university of any concerns or problems should they arise with the visit or with the student or visiting postdoc’s well-being or conduct. The faculty member or the contact at the visited university should immediately report problems or concerns to the contact at the student’s or postdoc’s home campus – See campus contact list.

• Institutional representative will provide a link to a post-visit evaluation that Faculty will take five minutes to complete.

DURING THE VISIT

Depending on the length of the visit and policies of the visiting campus, there are a variety of activities the student or postdoc could participate in during the visit. These include, but are not limited to:

• 1:1 meetings with the faculty host, other faculty, postdocs in the lab, or peers in the department

• Lab, group, and team meetings

• Learn a new technique

• Attend meals for professional discussions and networking with the faculty host or other members of the lab, group, or team

• Present research at existing departmental events, group, team, or lab functions, or by setting up a new opportunity

• Attend professional and career development workshops on campus, such as workshops, seminars, lectures, panels, conferences etc.

• Attend networking mixers or social events in the department or at the university
CAMPUS CONTACTS

The individuals below will be your main point of contact during the visit. Faculty, students, and postdocs should please contact them with any questions or concerns related to the Research Exchange program or visits. They are also able to assist in identifying professional development opportunities and ways to get involved on campus outside of the lab.

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Angelica Medina-Cuevas – Graduate Dean’s Office, amcuevas@caltech.edu, 626-395-6346
Hanna Song – Center for Diversity, hsong@caltech.edu, 626-395-2303

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Felicia Benton-Johnson – Center for Engineering Education and Diversity, felicia.johnson@coe.gatech.edu, 404-385-7402

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Zoe Fonseca-Kelly – Division of Science, zoefonseca-kelly@g.harvard.edu, 617-495-5083

STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Lourdes Andrade – Diversity and Inclusion, School of Engineering Student Affairs, lourdesa@stanford.edu, 650.723.9636
Steven Lee – Diversity and Inclusion, School of Humanities and Sciences, spl33@stanford.edu, 650-497-0547

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
Ira Young – Student Diversity Programs, Mathematical, Physical, and Social Sciences, iyoung@berkeley.edu, 510 - 642-5777

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
Taifha Alexander – Diversity, Inclusion Initiatives, Graduate Division, talexander@grad.ucla.edu

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Zana Kwaiser – Dean’s Office, Rackham Graduate School, rackhamresearchexchange@umich.edu, 734-647-2653

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
Marvin Hackert – Graduate Studies, m.hackert@austin.utexas.edu, 512-232-3604

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Willa Kurland - Graduate Opportunities and Minority Achievement Program, willamei@uw.edu
Cynthia Morales - Graduate Opportunities and Minority Achievement Program, cmorales@uw.edu
Suzanne Hawley – Division of Natural Sciences, shawley@uw.edu, 206-616-8709